
 2023 PROGRAM DATES

June 18 - June 29

Get familiar with Park Guell and
Sagrada Familia, Barcelona's artistic
wonders
Make your own tapas, Spain's
signature cuisine style
Discover hidden corners of Paris
with a street art graffiti tour
Hit up the Eiffel Tower and the
Louvre in Paris 
Explore Venice via gondola 
Bask in the Mediterranean sun on a
Venetian beach 

HIGHLIGHTS

GET IN TOUCH!

teentravelnetwork.com
+1 858-771-4886
@teentravelnetwork

12-DAY PROGRAM

EUROPE:
MEDITERRANEAN

WANDERLUST

Italy, Spain & France

FRANCE

Paris

SPAIN
Barcelona

Venice

ITALY

Mark three of the Mediterranean region's most iconic cities off your
bucket list! Barcelona, Paris and Venice each have a distinct culture just

waiting to be explored.



Day 1: Arrival Day
Arrive into Barcelona, Spain, where staff will be waiting to welcome you with
open arms! Get settled into lodging and meet for a program orientation,
where we will go over the itinerary, rules, and expectations for the coming
days. We'll spend some time getting to know one another before turning in
early--we have a big day of adventure ahead! 

Day 2: Barcelona: Park Guell & Gothic Quarter

Let's explore Barcelona! We'll rise early and head to Park Gûell, where we'll
explore the gardens and intricate, colorful mosaics that overlook the city.
After a Spanish lunch in the heart of the city, walk down Las Ramblas, a large
boulevard famous for its street performers and festive atmosphere. Stroll
through the Gothic Quarter with an ice cream cone, taking in the
cobblestone alleyways and architecture that dates back centuries. 

Later, enjoy some typical European cuisine with a pinch of American flavor.
We'll wrap up our first full day in Spain together with some evening group
activities and games before turning in.

Day 3: Barcelona: Sagrada Familia & Cooking Class 

Continue to discover this magical city with a visit to the infamous Sagrada
Familia, one of the most breathtaking cathedrals in all the world. With all of
its intricate architecture, towering stained glass, and cavernous chambers,
it's no wonder that it has been under construction for over a century! 

Relax on a city tour and take in Barcelona by (air conditioned) bus, stopping
for a picnic lunch at the Ciutedella Park. Take a leisurely stroll to the city
center to pick up some souvenirs. For dinner, we'll be our own chefs as we
learn to make various recipes for traditional Spanish tapas, the small-plates
dishes meant to be shared. 

Day 4: Barcelona → Paris

Adios, España! Today, we'll board a bullet train to Paris, taking in the
beautiful French scenery as we head north. Pass the time reading, playing
games with your fellow students or resting up for the days ahead. After our
full day's journey, you'll have some time to get settled in our new home
before savoring our first French meal and unwinding with a movie night to
help ease us into Parisian culture. 

ITINERARY

Actual schedule of activities will vary by program session. The information detailed
here is typical for what you can expect to experience; however, site visits, activities
and service work vary depending upon a number of factors, such as the weather,
scheduling and constraints of the location.



Day 6: Paris: Eiffel Tower & Bike Tour

It's not a visit to Paris without an Eiffel Tower selfie! Climb the city's most
iconic architecture by foot and elevator to earn a bird's eye view of Paris.
Lunch in the Eiffel Gardens beneath the tower and learn more about its
history and cultural significance. 

Hop on bikes to explore the city the Parisian way; ride through the 14th
Arrondissement and marvel at the murals that cover the walls and bridges of
this laid back and artsy neighborhood. Enjoy a nice slice of focaccia and a cold
drink at Station F, a renovated train hanger that houses some of the most
innovative startups in France, as well as restaurants following the concept of
sustainability and the slow food movement. After this activity we will head
back to our hotel to freshen up and have dinner before regrouping for
discussion about the day's activities. 

Day 7: Paris: Palace of Versailles
Travel outside the city and back in time to the period in which the French
had a monarchy and where Napoleon reigned as emperor. Tour the Palace
of Versailles, with its sprawling labyrinth of gardens, echoing halls, and
decadent living quarters. Picnic in the gardens and join a group discussion
on personal goal setting and what it means to be a global citizen. 

After lunch, head back to our hotel and visit the nearby Paris catacombs, a
mysterious and eerie underground tomb that holds the remains of over six
million people dating back to the 18th century. 

Day 8: Paris: Montmartre & Perfume Activity
We'll kick off our last day in Paris in Montmartre, a charming village in the
heart of the city. Visit the Sacre Coeur, a white-domed basilica nestled
among the neighborhood's ancient cobbled streets. Next, we'll titilate our
noses with a visit to a perfumerie, where you'll have the opportunity to
create your own signature scent. 

In the evening, we'll get prepared for the next leg of our journey with a
pizza and movie night featuring authentic Italian cuisine and a documentary
about our final destination: Venice! 

Hit the ground running with a morning tour of the Louvre, where we will see
some of the world's most famous works of art, including the Mona Lisa and
the Venus de Milo statue. This museum is home to over ten thousand
paintings, sculptures, and other creative pieces, some dating back to 7,000
BC. 

Later, visit the Trocadero Steps for a panoramic view of the Eiffel Tower: we'll
get a closer look tomorrow! Take a stroll along the Seine before embarking on
a river cruise. We'll learn all about the various parts of the city as we float
past. Next up is dinner at our hotel followed by group activities. 

Day 5: Paris: Louvre & River Cruise



Day 9: Paris → Venice

Bid Paris adieu--it's time to move on! Back on the train, this time traveling
southeast to the coastal city of Venice in northern Italy. This special city is
built on a cluster of over 100 small islands separated by canals, earning it the
nickname "the floating city." We'll learn more about its fascinating history in
the coming days. But first, settle in to your new accommodations and get
acquainted with the Marghera Fortress, a 19th-century stronghold that now
houses art exhibits and various cultural events.

Day 10: Venice: Island Visit & Beach Day 

Get ready for some island hopping! This morning we'll visit the islands of
Murano and Burano, known for their production of incredible blown glass
and intricate lace, respectively. Check out the brightly colored houses that line
the canals here and learn more about each island's unique export (and
maybe even purchase some to bring home with you!). 

Later, we'll head straight to Lido Beach, a long thin strip of coast that is the
place to be in the summer for locals and tourists alike. Enjoy an afternoon of
fun in the sun before we return, exhausted, to our hotel for dinner and a
group debrief. 

Day 11: Venice: Gondola Ride & Boat Cruise 

Make the most of your last day in Venice (and in Europe) with an early
morning gondola experience! These small, thin boats are the traditional
mode of transportation on the streets of water. Cruise through narrow
canals and discover quaint dockside eateries, ancient cathedrals, and
residential buildings all build on the water. Hop out at the Doge's Palace,
then explore San Marco Square. 

Learn more about the history of the Venetian masks--the type you might
wear to a masquerade ball--and try your hand at creating your own. In the
evening, join a boat cruise and watch a beautiful sunset from the deck--the
perfect end to the day! We'll have a farewell dinner, during which we will say
our final goodbyes and enjoy special closing activities to wrap up the
experience. 

Day 12: Departure Day 

Sadly, our time in the Mediterranean has come to an end. Staff will
accompany students to the airport and help them check in for their flights
home. As you settle into your seat, reflect on the places you have seen and
the people you have met during your journey. We hope that your time in
Europe has been eye-opening and fueled a life-long passion for travel and
exploration! 
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Travel Changes
Everything

ABOUT TEEN TRAVEL NETWORK

Teen Travel Network was founded in 2022 by the
leadership team of its ‘sister company’ Global
Leadership Adventures. Global Leadership Adventures
has been in operation for 15+ years and has sent tens
of thousands of students on life changing
international service related trips. Teen Travel
Network was founded on the basis of discovery,
insight and fun and operates trips for teens across
Asia, Europe and Latin America. Our mission is to build
confidence, curiosity, and connection in the next
generation of global citizens through travel.

PROGRAM SPECIFICS

Tuition: $5,999
Ages: 14 - 18
Lodging Type: Hotels/Hostels
Group size: 24 students 
Arrival Airport

Spain: BCN (El-Prat - Barcelona)
Departure Airport

Italy: VCE (Venice)


